Steps to document a Serious Illness Conversation:

1. Click Adv Care Plan (or CODE).
2. Click ACP Form then document in the ACP SmartForm.
3. Use SmartPhrase .ADVANCECAREPLANNINGSMTFORM to pull ACP form into ACP note or Progress note.

Documenting your conversation:

1. Click Adv Care Plan (or CODE) then click the pink bar.
2. Click ACP Form then document in the ACP SmartForm.
3. Use SmartPhrase .ADVANCECAREPLANNINGSMTFORM to pull ACP form into ACP note or Progress note.

PEARLS©: Use these to attend to emotion

Partnership: Let’s work together on this.
Emotion: You say you’re frustrated.
Apology/Acknowledge: I’m sorry that I upset you.
Respect: I give you a lot of credit for getting through this as you have.
Legitimize: Most people in your position would feel the same way.
Support/Silence: I’m going to stick with you through this.

Contact us at advancecareplanning@stanford.edu or http://med.stanford.edu/advancecareplanning